We are extremely pleased to welcome you to the World Engineering Education Forum and the Global Engineering Deans Council (WEEF/GEDC) Virtual Conference, to be held from 16–19 November 2020.

We invite professors, academics, engineering educators, industry leaders, researchers, students and governmental organisations to attend and participate in this uniquely designed virtual conference. This will give us all an opportunity to share our experiences, vision, strategy, research, products, technology and also network with engineering thought leaders from across the world in a safe virtual space during this Covid-19 pandemic.

INTER ALIA TOPICS

Cultural Intelligence: Does it have a role to play in the future engineer? | Future trends in practice-oriented interdisciplinary engineering education between hardware and software | The fast-fused-deep University: Adapt or die! | Lifelong learning in a rapidly changing economy | What is the nature of the university of the future? | The engineering curriculum post Covid-19 | How can universities survive post Covid-19? | Active Learning: Those words do not mean what you think they mean | Global trends in automation technology and machine safety | Post COVID-19 Peace Engineering Activities: Get involved

Post COVID-19 Engineering Approach to the 17 UN SDGs: Peace and sustainability

CONFIRMED SPEAKERS

Professor Tawana Kupe
Vice-Chancellor and Principal, University of Pretoria

Professor Barbara Oakley
Professor of Engineering, Oakland University

Professor Bevlee A. Watford
Associate Dean, College of Engineering, Virginia Tech

Professor Ramiro Jordan
Associate Dean of Engineering for International Programs, University of New Mexico

www.weefgedc2020.org